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2018 Faculty Accomplishments Reception

In Honor of University of Richmond Faculty Contributions to Scholarship, Research, and Creative Work

January 2017 - December 2017

March 30, 2018
3:00 PM—4:30 PM

Boatwright Memorial Library
Research & Collaborative Study Area, First Floor
The Faculty Accomplishments Reception is held in honor of University of Richmond faculty members who have achieved successes in the form of research and scholarly publications, as well as creative achievements in the visual and performing arts between January 2014 and December 2015.

The Office of the Provost and the staff of the Boatwright Memorial Library join together in congratulating University of Richmond faculty and staff who have represented the University with honor and distinction.
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Call to Order ................................................................. Dr. Lázaro Lima  
Associate Provost for Faculty

Welcoming Remarks .......................................................... Kevin Butterfield  
University Librarian

Remarks from the Provost ...................................................... Dr. Jeffrey Legro  
Executive Vice President and Provost

Remarks from the President ............................................... Dr. Ronald A. Crutcher  
President

Reception .......................................................... Research & Collaborative Study Area, first floor

Musical Accompaniment by ............................................. Kevin David Harding
FACULTY ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SCHOOL

Please Note: Faculty works will be listed under a faculty member’s primary department. In the event that a faculty member is not affiliated with a department, their work will be recognized under the affiliated program.

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Department of Art & Art History


Department of Biology


**Department of Chemistry**


**Department of Classical Studies**


**Department of Education**


**Department of English**


**Department of Geography and Environment**


**Department of History**


*note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition*


**Summers, Carol.** “All the Kabaka’s Wives: Marital Claims in Buganda’s 1953-5 Kabaka Crisis.” *Journal of African History* 58, no. 1 (March 2017): 107–27. [https://doi.org/10.1017/S0021853716000645](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0021853716000645).


**Department of Journalism**

Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures


Department of Latin American, Latino, and Iberian Studies


**Department of Mathematics & Computer Science**


**Department of Music**


note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition


Klein, Susanna, and **Joanne Kong**. “Richmond Symphony Orchestra Center Stage Concert Music of British Composers for Violin and Piano.” Performance, Gottwald Playhouse, Dominion Arts Center, Richmond, VA, July 20, 2017.

**Kong, Joanne**. “Harpischordist with the Richmond Chamber Players Summer Interlude Chamber Series, Featuring the Music of Johann Sebastian Bach.” Performance, Bon Air Presbyterian Church, Richmond, VA, August 13, 2017.


**Department of Philosophy**


**McCormick, Miriam Schleifer.** “Responding to Skepticism About Doxastic Agency.” *Erkenntnis* Forthcoming (online June 8, 2017). [https://doi.org/10.1007/s10670-017-9906-2](https://doi.org/10.1007/s10670-017-9906-2).


Department of Physics


Department of Political Science


**Department of Psychology**


Department of Religious Studies


Department of Rhetoric and Communication Studies


Department of Sociology & Anthropology


Department of Theatre & Dance


University Libraries


Program of Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies


**JEPSON SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP STUDIES**


note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition


note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition


**ROBINS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

**Department of Accounting**


**Department of Economics**


Dean, David, John V. Pepper, Robert Schmidt, and Steven Stern. “The Effects of Vocational Rehabilitation Services for People with Mental Illness.” *Journal of Human Resources* 52, no. 3 (Summer 2017): 826–58. [https://doi.org/10.3368/jhr.52.3.0114-6111R1](https://doi.org/10.3368/jhr.52.3.0114-6111R1).


**Department of Finance**


*note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition*


**Department of Management**


Mattson, Thomas. “Noise or Quality? Cross-Nested Hierarchical Effects of Culture on Online Ratings.” *Communications of the Association for Information Systems* 40 (June 2017): 537–70. https://doi.org/10.17705/1CAIS.04025


**Department of Marketing**


**RICHMOND SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING STUDIES**


*note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition*


*note: published too late to include in 2016 recognition*


RICHMOND SCHOOL OF LAW

Margaret Ivey Bacigal


Ronald J. Bacigal

VIRGINIA PRACTICE SERIES: CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (West 2016–17).
VIRGINIA PRACTICE SERIES: JURY INSTRUCTIONS (West 2016–17) (with Margaret Bacigal).

Carol N. Brown


William Hamilton Bryson

94 VIRGINIA CIRCUIT COURT OPINIONS (LexisNexis 2017) (ed.).
95 VIRGINIA CIRCUIT COURT OPINIONS (LexisNexis 2017) (ed.).
BRYSON ON VIRGINIA CIVIL PROCEDURE (LexisNexis 2017).

Jud Campbell


Republicanism and Natural Rights at the Founding, 32 CONST. COMMENT. 85 (2017).


Dale Margolin Cecka

EDUCATION & PRACTICE (Newsletter of the Virginia State Bar, Education of Lawyers Section) (editor).
Erin Collins


Christopher A. Cotropia


Joel B. Eisen

Free Trade in Electric Power, 2018 UTAH L. REV. 49 (with Felix Mormann).
Linking Legal Framework Design and Consumer Acceptance of the Smart Grid to Risk Theory, in SMART GRID LAW & POLICY (with Emily Hammond) (Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea) (2017).

David G. Epstein

CORE COMMERCIAL LAW CONCEPTS (West Academic, forthcoming 2017).

Jessica Erickson


William O. Fisher

To Thine Own CEO Be True: Tailoring CEO Compensation to Individual Personality and Circumstances, 2017 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 599.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OVERVIEW: CASE STUDIES AND REFORMS (West Academic 2017).
David Frisch
8 & 8A pts. 1&2, LAWRENCE’S ANDERSON ON THE UCC (Thomson Reuters 3d ed. 2017) (ed.)

Chiara Giorgetti


INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS COMMISSIONS: RIGHTING WRONGS AFTER CONFLICT (Edward Elgar 2017) (with Lea Brilmayer & Lorraine Charlton, eds.).


Mary L. Heen


Ann C. Hodges

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER (co-editor).


Hayes Holderness

The Unexpected Role of Tax Salience in State Competition for Businesses, 84 U. CHI. L. REV. 1091 (2017).

Joyce Manna Janto


Corinna Barrett Lain


Julie Ellen McConnell

**JUVENILE JUSTICE UPDATE** (editor) (with Adrienne Volenik).


Kristen Jakobsen Osenga


John R. Pagan


Wendy Collins Perdue


John F. Preis


Kimberly J. Robinson


Noah Sachs


Roger Skalbeck
Fastcase, in A GUIDE TO LEGAL RESEARCH IN VIRGINIA (Joyce Manna Janto, ed. 2017).

Andrew B. Spalding

Jonathan K. Stubbs
DENIAL OR REBIRTH: ESSAYS ON RACIAL JUSTICE IN AMERICA (Twelve Tables Press, forthcoming 2017) (with Oliver Hill, Esq).

Allison Anna Tait

Mary Kelly Tate

Carl W. Tobias
Combating the Ninth Circuit Judicial Vacancy Crisis, 73 WASH. & LEE L. REV. ONLINE 687 (2017).

Kevin C. Walsh

Laura Webb

Jason S. Zarin